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Quicklisten:
We discuss an Android vulnerability, GNU/Linux malware, OpenSSH v7.x, more NSA nonsense, a case study of extreme-low-latency networks, BSD
comparison, and some home NAS software.
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Notes
The Stagefright vulnerability (CVEs: CVE-2015-1538, CVE-2015-1539, CVE-2015-3827, CVE-2015-3826, CVE-2015-3828, CVE-2015-3824, CVE-20153829). You can find more information and a PoC here.
The iOS thing
I ran the Stagefright detector app and it seems CyanogenMod (at least the nightlies, as of 08.29.2015) is not vulnerable.
Speaking of Android/CyanogenMod and security, you may want to check out Copperhead OS, a hardened and privacy-focused fork of
CyanogenMod.
@MalwareMustDie is awesome. They found this malware, and present an awesome case study on it.
Jthan suggests joining a mailing list. Here are some good ones. Mitre, OSS-Sec, Full Disclosure, etc.- a lot of really good lists are available for
subscription at SecLists.org (maintained by the Nmap project maintainer/author, Fyodor).
Not only has OpenSSH 6.9 released, but all the way up to 7.1 has as well!
You can read the changelog document we reference here…
But you can read the changelog for 7.1 here.
The weak DH thing (“Logjam”). We talk about it in S0E8.
We are mirroring this article. Very useful for securing SSH down.
XKEYSCORE
Ignore my entire rant about Stingrays. See Errata.
Cloudflare’s 10Gbps thing
BSD’s:
FreeBSD
NetBSD
OpenBSD
DragonFlyBSD
PC-BSD
Junos OS
OpenBSD is responsible for starting/maintaining the following projects:
OpenSSH
OpenNTPD
OpenBGPD
OpenSMTPD
pf
CARP
LibreSSL
FreeSBIE is still “around”, sort of. There’s been no release since v2.0.1, on February 10, 2007.
pfSense we mentioned in S0E10.

And yes, there is indeed BSD code in older versions of Windows.
PonyOS…
MenuetOS is the OS written entirely in Assembly (“ASM”).
There seem to be other, similar projects however.
Got the name wrong, but I reference TempleOS (see errata).
FreeNAS
OwnCloud

Errata
I am terribly sorry for the delay with this. We tried to use a new editor. It didn’t work out per the normal schedule. That plus FOSSCON and our entire
schedule got out of whack. We’ll try harder to release per our normal schedule (2x month/every other week).
When I’m giving the topic summary, I say “OwnClown” at first instead of “OwnCloud”. Hah, whoops.
Blowfish-CBC has some issues.
I suggest the possibility of the Snowden leaks being a false flag. I called it a “black flag”, oops.
Jthan means intelligent, not intelligible.
Whooooops. I totally was saying Stingrays when I was thinking of the GT200 / ADE651 / Sniffex / etc. (you’d be amazed at how many of these there
are). But Stingrays are real, and “work”- but they’re somewhat easy to detect.
The plural terminology for Unix is generally considered one of Unixes, Unices, or Unixen
pf is short for packet filter, not packet firewall.
I said ArkOS. I meant TempleOS.
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